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19th Century Music - Slavonic Dances Op 46 No 8 by Antonin Dvorák!!
This unit is designed for a Stage 5 Elective Music class. The learning focus will be on exploration of Musical Nationalism in the 19th century through the piece 
Slavonic Dances Op 46 No 8 by Czech composer Dvorák. Students will use the musical concepts to learn about melodic, harmonic, and rhythmical idioms from folk 
music as used in nationalistic pieces, in order to see how an ideology of nationalism can be embodied in music. Deeper musical issues including exoticism/
otherness, listener interpretation vs composer intention, and regional styles will be explored as an extension of the topic.!!
Slavonic Dances Op 46 No 8 is typical of the Romantic Nationalism period in music as it uses Slavonic folk dance rhythms, harmonic progressions (particularly that 
of a Furiant dance) without directly quoting a folk melody. This piece was chosen also for its appeal and rich orchestration.!!
Assessment will consist of in-class observation of performances, submitted compositions, and completion of online musicology/aural activities. These will be 
delivered through an iBook. !!
Prior Learning: !
- students have read orchestral scores before!
- students have listened to orchestral music before!
- students can read and perform notated rhythm, melodies!!
Pre-test:!
- check student understanding for the following terms and signs: presto, ties, slurs, staccato, accents, all dynamic markings, ornaments, repeat signs, string 

markings, and instrument names (especially in Italian) - DIY glossary!
- check student understanding of syncopation - clapping exercises 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SCHOOL ! ! ! ! ! !                                                                                                                     COURSE Music Stage 5

SYLLABUS CONTEXT Duration, Pitch, Structure! ! !                                                                                       TOPIC 19th Century Music

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES! Performance FOCUS ASSESSMENT

5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9!
Students learn to:!
- perform individually and/or in a group a range of 

repertoire and styles characteristic of 19th Century 
Romantic Nationalism!

- perform musical compositions individually and/or in 
groups characteristic of 19th Century Romantic 
Nationalism!

- compose musical ideas both individually and in groups 
characteristic of characteristic of 19th Century Romantic 
Nationalism!

- notate compositional work using computer software!
- listen to, analyse repertoire characteristic of 19th 

Century Romantic Nationalism!
- identify, compare and discriminate between ways in 

which musical concepts have been used and 
manipulated in characteristic of 19th Century Romantic 
Nationalism!!

Students learn about:!
- understanding how the musical concepts are used and 

manipulated in 19th Century Romantic Nationalism!
- understanding and interpreting orchestral scores!
- creating compositions both individually and in groups 

characteristic of 19th Century Romantic Nationalism!
- notating compositions using Noteflight!
- analysing music from the 19th century!
- identifying and discrimination between ways in which 

musical concepts (duration, pitch, structure) have been 
used and manipulated!

- interpreting and analysing a range of repertoire 
characteristic of 19th Century Romantic Nationalism

Through this unit students will:!
- perform an original composition or an existing piece (depending on their choice 

and student ability)!
- record and submit their performance for feedback

- compose a piece that 
uses elements from 
Dvorák’s Slavonic 
Dances, demonstrating 
how musical choices 
can project a national 
style!

- perform a chosen piece 
that uses a regional 
style or national 
ideology (individually or 
in groups) OR perform a 
class composition

Composition

Through this unit students will:!
- compose a piece using parallel modulations, small melodic motifs and dance-

like rhythms!
- notate and/or record their composition for submission!
- submit a composition portfolio

Musicology

Through this unit students will:!
- explore Nationalism as found in music in the 19th century!
- analyse an orchestral score!
- discover how a regional style or national ideology can be heard in music (using 

the musical concepts)

Aural

Through this unit students will:!
- distinguish between major and minor tonalities!
- distinguish between duple and triple time!
- read/listen to an orchestral score
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CONCEPT FOCUS FOCUS REPERTOIRE RESOURCES

Duration: syncopation, hemiola, tied 
notes, accents, dance rhythms (Furiant)!
Pitch: major/minor parallel modulations, 
tonic note!
Dynamics and Expressive Techniques: 
score notations!
Tone Colour:  string techniques, 
symphonic writing!
Texture: chordal textures!
Structure: immediate repetition of melodic 
phrases, 4 and 8 bar phrasing, complete 
phrasing

- 19th century Nationalism in music!
- Dvorák’s Slavonic Dances Op 46 No 8!
- Dvorák’s ‘New World’ symphony!
- Smetana’s Die Moldau

- iBook for core and extension students!
- iBook for remediation students!
- internet links (as per the iBooks)!
- Noteflight!
- iPads!
- headphones
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Assessment Task:!
The purpose of the composition assessment is to demonstrate an understanding of Nationalism in Dvorák’s music through using rhythmical, structural and pitch 
devices. Students will need to:!
- compose a piece for violin and piano using the structure ABACA, in 4 bar repeated phrases!
- include at least one compositional device studied in Dvorák’s Slavonic Dances Op 46 No 8!
- notate their composition and share it either online or via student performance!!
Outcomes assessed: !
- 5.4 demonstrates an understanding of the musical concepts through composing in the 19th century Nationalism style!
- 5.5 notates own composition via Noteflight, applying forms of notation appropriate to the music selected for study!
- 5.6 uses different forms of technology in the composition process!!
Assessment Criteria:!
- quality of composition!
- quality of notation!
- inclusion of assessment requirements!
- listening appeal!
- apparent Nationalism/Romantic style!!

SEQUENCE CHART P C M A

Pre-test: Class discussion/mindmap 19th century music - composers, styles, instruments, pieces, genres X X

Glossary sheet - revise score terms, in particular expressive/dynamic markings X X
Begin iBook module. Allow students to work at their own pace through the Listening module, to Composition and then Performance module. X

!
X X

Record performances and upload to YouTube. As a class, listen to performances, ask for peer critique/feedback. X X
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Student Challenges:-!!
Asperger’s syndrome!
Jarrod is a Year 9 elective music student in a regular public school class who has Asperger’s syndrome. His family are unsupportive with his diagnosis and learning 
needs, and English is a second language at home. Jarrod loves music and is great at organising other class members to perform, but is reluctant to get involved in 
performance himself. He sings (poorly) and he really likes Katy Perry songs. He also likes playing drums and has good rhythm. His aural skills are good and he often 
hears details in the music that others can’t hear. He doesn’t always keep up with class instructions and often needs extra one-on-one help to understand the exact 
nature of the task. He has trouble writing extended responses but did very well in his music theory test.!!
The iBook has catered for his needs by offering the following:!
- small amount of musicological information but interesting videos to help his engagement with the repertoire.!
- video that demonstrates an orchestra playing, so he can see as well as hear the details in the music.!
- clapping and singing opportunity - major/minor scales and hemiola.!
- simplified score reading, not too much reading information at once.!
- chance to compose a simple melody, with extra help from a video that shows how to do this. Extra information has been given on the video incase he wants to 

further the composition.!
- chance to collaborate in composition with another student.!
- checklist to keep his assignment organised.!
- chance to sing a song of his choice from any period that ties in with the idea of Nationalism. He can be encouraged to do this with a group or a backing track. This 

is to be recorded and so helps with his lack of confidence. He can also choose a piece from his parents’ cultural background and so engage with them at home in 
this assessment.!!

Gifted and Talented!
Rebecca is a Year 9 elective music student who comes from a musical family, is at an academically selective school, and sees herself first as a musician. She is a 
singer but has studied theory, piano, and violin, so can read music. She is involved with the Arts unit activities and is a confident performer. She is quite narrow-
minded about the repertoire she wants to engage with and so needs challenging in this area. She has high level analytical skills and willingly helps other peers in 
their learning. Her aural skills are good but needs further development in labelling what she can hear. Her composition assignment which involved writing a recitative 
and aria in music theatre style was outstanding, and she has Sibelius at home, so is skilled in computer notation.!!
The iBook has catered for her needs by offering the following:!
- challenging her through instrumental repertoire outside of her listening experience. She can access the music through score reading as well as via video, so that 

she can engage with the music.!
- widening her musical repertoire by asking her to listen to another work by the same composer, but with an intent to solve a problem and explain it musically.!
- challenging and extending her rhythm dictation (notation) skills through an aural task.!
- challenging her to use all the studied devices in her composition. !
- offering her an opportunity to help a peer in their composition and to collaborate with them.!
- offering a choice of performance tasks. She could also be given an opportunity to perform her choice in front of the class.


